Internship/Working Student Talent Acquisition (m/w)
Berlin, Vollzeit

#thecompany

At FreightHub, we are building the backbone of global trade. We are revolutionizing logistics by making it easier, faster, and more cost-efficient to move goods from point A to point B anywhere in the world – via container ships, planes, trucks, and trains. By radically automating processes and designing a superior user experience we make buying and selling goods anywhere on the globe as efficient and easy as never before. If you aim to create impact with your work, solve real-world problems, and digitize a multi-trillion-€ industry that fosters global prosperity, we’d love for you to join FreightHub!

#yourprofile

You’re currently enrolled in a degree program with a focus on HR or Business or related fields
You have an engaging personality and you interact with people naturally
You possess strong analytical skills and you are comfortable working in a complex and fast-paced environment
You are fluent in English and German.

#yourtasks

- Support the People Operations Team at FreightHub with day to day tasks
- Gain insights into all the departments in the company and identify their hiring needs
- Work closely with management on a daily basis
- Learn how to work with the latest recruiting tools
- Take on responsibility and be part of the recruiting process from start to

CONTACT: Mary Wolf | mary.wolf@freighthub.com
• Search for and visit the best recruiting events and be an active ambassador of our brand

#whyus

• Be part of an international and highly professional young team (Google, BMW, DailyDeal etc.) led by serial entrepreneurs
• Revolutionize a global USD 450bn market
• We are backed by top notch VC investors (Northzone, Cherry Ventures, Global Founders Capital) plus strategic advisors from the logistics industry and recently raised a USD 20M Series A round
• Shape the company with your innovative ideas and solutions
• Help us change and accelerate worldwide trade.

CONTACT: Mary Wolf | mary.wolf@freighthub.com